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Abstract: Pay-for-performance attempts to tie physician payment to quality of care. In a controlled 

laboratory experiment, we investigate the effect of pay-for-performance on physician provision 

behavior and patient benefit. For that purpose, we compare a traditional fee-for-service payment 

system to a hybrid system that blends fee-for-service and pay-for-performance incentives. Physicians 

are found to respond to pay-for-performance incentives. Approximately 89 percent of the 

participants qualify for a pay-for-performance bonus payment in the experiment. It follows that a 

patient treated under the hybrid payment system is significantly more likely to receive optimal 

treatment than a similar fee-for-service patient. Pay-for-performance generally tends to alleviate 

over- and under-provision of medical treatment relative to fee-for-service. Irrespective of the 

payment system, we observe unethical treatment behavior, i.e., the provision of medical services 

with zero benefit to the patient. 
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1. Introduction 

In healthcare, pay-for-performance (P4P) denotes payment systems, which attempt to tie provider 

payment to quality of care. Intended to improve medical outcomes, P4P schemes offer explicit 

financial incentives to healthcare providers (individuals, organizations or institutions) for meeting 

predetermined quality performance criteria for selected medical services (e.g., Emmert et al. 2011; Li 

et al. 2011; Maynard 2012). P4P is a payment concept for the reimbursement of healthcare 

providers, not a specific payment design (such as, for example, fee-for-service or capitation). It 

represents an attempt to make quality a direct component of the p o ide ’s fi a ial o pe satio . 

In consequence, physicians are expected to increasingly shift resources toward quality improvement 

(Mullen et al. 2009).  

Thus, P4P is primarily envisioned to improve quality of care. As a direct consequence of linking a 

portion of the provider payment to quality scores, increased adherence to evidence-based medicine 

could reduce the gap between the care provided and the care recommended (e.g., Institute of 

Medicine 2001; McGlynn et al. 2003; Hennig-Schmidt et al. 2011). Furthermore, P4P may, through 

improved quality of care, also reduce (the growth of) healthcare spending (Emmert et al.2011). 

However, P4P could also lead to a number of unintended consequences. For instance, financial 

incentives (i.e. extrinsic motivation) for quality improvement could crowd out intrinsic motivation 

(Frey 1994). Moreover, incentivized dimensions of quality could receive increased attention at the 

expense of non-incentivized dimensions (the so-called multitasking problem, see Holmstrom & 

Milgrom 1991), which in turn could lead to a disruption of care.  

Provider gaming presents another major concern (e.g., Hutchison 2008; Richards 2009). Clinical 

measures could be misreported in borderline cases in order to meet performance targets (Carey et 

al. 2009). Furthermore, patient selection may occur: providers could select patients based on their 

probability to meet P4P quality measures (e.g., Shen 2003, Rosenthal & Frank 2006; Casalino & Elster 

2007), a practice that could result in diminished access to care (Epstein et al. 2004) and growing 

health disparities for already disadvantaged patients (Hong et al. 2010). In addition, P4P incentives 

could lead to another form of patient selection, the prioritization of patients for whom P4P 

incentives are available (Pines 2006). 

The existing empirical literature on the effects of P4P is inconclusive. Several authors do not find any 

significant effect of P4P incentives on physician behavior and quality of care (e.g., Hutchison et al. 

1996; Hillman et al. 1998; Strong et al. 2009). The bulk of the existing research, however, documents 

partial effects in that P4P incentives may lead to modest improvements in some but not all of the 
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evaluated quality measures (e.g., Rosenthal et al. 2005; Young et al. 2007; Glickman et al. 2007; 

Campbell et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011). 

In our paper, we present a controlled laboratory experiment, in which we investigate the effect of 

P4P on physician provision behavior and patient benefit. We use the experimental framework 

introduced by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) and extended by Keser et al. (2013) for the comparison of 

physician remuneration under FFS or CAP. For our research purpose, we implement two payment 

systems, a traditional fee-for-service payment system (FFS hereafter) and a hybrid payment system 

combining fee-for-service and pay-for-performance incentives (for simplicity, P4P hereafter). Under 

the payment system FFS, participants are paid separately for each unit of medical services provided. 

The hybrid payment system P4P blends traditional FFS payment with a tiered P4P bonus for reaching 

predetermined performance thresholds. The design of the P4P component implies that the bonus 

payment increases as the level of performance (measured against fixed targets) rises. In our 

experimental framework, a participant can earn a tiered P4P bonus under the hybrid payment 

system based on the number of patients who receive optimal care.  

In the experiment, participants in the role of physicians decide on the quantity of medical services to 

be provided to each of the 40 virtual patients of a given patient list. Each physician treats 20 patients 

under FFS and 20 under P4P (within-subject design). The payment system is alternated once during 

the experiment, after 20 consecutive treatment decisions under a single payment system. To study 

potential ordering effects, we alternate the order in which the two payment systems are presented. 

In two of our experimental sessions, participants first face (20 consecutive patients under) FFS 

followed by (another 20 consecutive patients under) P4P. In two other sessions, the ordering of the 

payment systems is reversed. 

Our experimental results show that, in our experimental model, physicians respond to the P4P 

incentives embedded in a hybrid payment system. Approximately 89 percent of the participants 

qualify for a P4P o us pa e t i  the e pe i e t. The ph si ia s’ elati e sha e of opti al 

treatment decisions is observed to be significantly larger under P4P than under FFS. A P4P patient is 

thus significantly more likely to receive optimal treatment than a similar FFS patient. P4P tends to 

alleviate over- and under-provision relative to traditional FFS. In addition, we observe unethical 

physician behavior (the provision of medical services with no benefit to the patient), irrespective of 

the payment system. This was impossible by design in the experiments by Hennig-Schmidt et al. 

(2011) and Keser et al. (2013). 
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This essay is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review on the empirical 

evidence on the effectiveness of P4P incentives. Section 3 illustrates the design of our experiment. In 

Section 4 we present the experimental results. Concluding remarks are offered in Section 5. 

2. Literature review 

We are aware of one other study by Brosig-Koch et al. (2013b) that uses a controlled laboratory 

experiment to investigate the effects of introducing financial P4P incentives into FFS and CAP 

systems. Their experiment is also based on a variation of the experimental framework introduced by 

Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), as it has already been used in Brosig-Koch et al. (2013a). Their bonus 

system is different from the one that we use: physicians receive a bonus for each patient treated 

close to optimally, the level of this bonus depending o  the se e it  of the patie t’s ill ess a d thus 

on the patient’s opti al ua tit  of edi al a e . Similarly to our study, they find that physicians 

respond to the P4P incentives (both under FFS and CAP), implying a significant increase of benefit to 

the patients.  

Empirical evidence on the effectiveness of P4P incentives is mixed. Most studies evaluate P4P 

programs adopted by private or public health plans in Canada, the United Kingdom or the United 

States. Several authors fail to detect any significant P4P effect on the quantity and quality of care. 

Hutchison et al. (1996), for example, show that Canadian physicians paid via capitation and a 

supplementary incentive payment for low hospital utilization rates do not have significantly lower 

hospital admission rates among their patients than physicians paid exclusively via FFS. Similarly, 

Hillman et al. (1998) and Hillman et al. (1999) do not observe a significant effect of P4P incentives 

coupled with performance feedback on physician compliance with cancer screening and pediatric 

preventive care guidelines in a U.S. Medicaid Health Maintenance Organization (HMO). A study by 

Strong et al. (2009) reports that the U.K. Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF), the most 

comprehensive P4P program to date, does not lead to an improvement in the quality of ambulatory 

care. 

On the contrary, there exist studies that give evidence that P4P may to some extent improve quality 

of care. Kouides et al. (1998) find that modest P4P incentives lead to a significant increase in the 

influenza immunization rate among the ambulatory elderly in the United States. Lindenauer et al. 

(2007) show that U.S. hospitals participating in a P4P program and public reporting show modestly 

larger improvements in quality of care over a two-year period than hospitals participating only in 

public reporting. 
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The bulk of the existing research documents partial effects of P4P incentives on provider behavior 

and quality of care. Fairbrother et al. (1999) and Li et al. (2011), for example, show that some of the 

investigated P4P incentives appear to work, while others do not. Fairbrother et al. (1999) report that 

a P4P bonus coupled with performance feedback leads to a significant increase in documented 

childhood immunization rates among New York City Medicaid enrollees, while enhanced fees for 

immunization services plus feedback are found to be ineffective. Observed improvements are 

primarily due to better documentation rather than changes in physician vaccination behavior. The 

authors argue that better documentation by itself is an important result of P4P since it constitutes a 

necessary first step toward improving actual immunization coverage. Analyzing a P4P program 

targeting family physicians and general practitioners in Ontario (Canada), Li et al. (2011) find that 

cumulative P4P bonus payments lead to modest increases in the utilization rates of four out of five 

incentivized preventive care services. In contrast, however, annual special payments for achieving 

minimum levels of service provision for certain medical services are found to be ineffective. 

Numerous studies report partial effects in that P4P incentives may lead to modest improvements in 

some but not all of the evaluated quality measures. Beaulieu and Horrigan (2005), for example, 

observe significant improvement in several of the quality measures for Diabetes within a small 

sample of physicians who self-selected into a U.S. Managed Care Organization (MCO) P4P scheme. 

Comparing Californian physician groups participating in a P4P program with non-participating Pacific 

Northwest physician groups, Rosenthal et al. (2005) report that Californian physician groups show 

significantly greater improvement in only one of the three investigated clinical quality scores. P4P 

incentives lead to a significantly larger improvement in the quality score for cervical cancer 

screening, but not for mammography and hemoglobin A1c testing. 

Similar empirical evidence is presented by Young et al. (2007), Glickman et al. (2007), Rosenthal et al. 

(2009) and Campbell et al. (2009). Young et al. (2007) show that a U.S. P4P scheme financed via 

withholds leads to a modest improvement in one of four quality measures for diabetic patients. In 

that scheme, physicians are at risk of losing a portion of their earned payments based on their 

performance relative to their peers. Glickman et al. (2007) observe slightly higher rates of 

improvement in two of six acute myocardial infarction quality measures for U.S. hospitals 

participating in a voluntary P4P scheme. The rate of improvement in in-hospital mortality, however, 

does not differ significantly for participating and non-participating hospitals. Rosenthal et al. (2009) 

document that a US$ 100 bonus for (both patients seeking and providers providing) timely and 

comprehensive prenatal care is found to reduce the probability of neonatal intensive care unit 

admissions and associated with lower healthcare spending in the first year of life. Participation in the 

scheme, however, is reported to have no significant effect on low birth weight. Campbell et al. (2009) 
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find that the U.K. QOF, in the short run, resulted in a significant acceleration in the improvement in 

quality for asthma and diabetes, but not for coronary heart disease. Rates of improvement, however, 

were found to be unsustainable in the intermediate term.  

The existing literature also offers evidence of unintended consequences. Sicsic et al. (2012) report a 

potentially negative relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for French general 

practitioners noting that policy makers should be aware that P4P incentives could lead to a corrosion 

of intrinsic motivation. Campbell et al. (2009) and Doran et al. (2011) document that P4P incentives 

lead to a decline in the quality of non-incentivized dimensions of care. Hong et al. (2010) show that 

relative physician clinical performance rankings frequently employed in P4P programs can be 

confounded by patient panel characteristics. Evaluating relative performance rankings for physicians 

working for a renowned academic primary care system in the U.S. (Massachusetts General Hospital), 

the authors observe that physicians who treat a greater proportion of underinsured, minority and 

non-English speaking patients are found to receive lower relative physician performance rankings. 

Several studies offer evidence for health-care providers showing gaming behavior. Carey et al. (2009) 

discover a reporting bias in clinical indicators, noting that patients in the U.K. QOF are significantly 

more likely to narrowly meet than narrowly miss a P4P performance target. Shen et al. (2003) 

observe that performance-based contracting leads to patient selection. Under performance-based 

contracting, the level or continuation of funding hinges on patient treatment outcomes. The authors 

find that non-profit providers of substance abuse treatment in the U.S. treat less severely ill patients 

and avoid more severe cases in order to improve overall performance. Gravelle et al. (2010) and 

Dalton et al. (2011) report gaming of exception reporting under the QOF. Exception reporting is an 

instrument that allows the exclusion of patients from certain QOF quality indicators based on broad 

clinical criteria. Gravelle et al. (2010) present evidence that both provider and patient characteristics 

affect exception reporting. Appropriate and permissible exception reporting, however, should 

exclusively be determined by patient characteristics. Dalton et al. (2011) discover significantly higher 

rates of exception reporting for already disadvantaged patient groups such as older patients and 

ethnic minorities. In consequence, P4P could lead to greater health disparities since exception 

reported patients are less likely to achieve treatment targets. 

3. The experiment 

Each participant in our experiment acts as a physician and treats 40 virtual patients (presented in 

succession). To study the impact of P4P on physician provision behavior and patient benefit, we 

implement two payment systems, a FFS system and a hybrid payment system combining FFS and P4P 
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incentives. Under the payment system FFS, participants are paid separately for each unit of medical 

services provided. P4P, the hybrid payment system, blends traditional FFS payment with a P4P 

incentive, which guarantees bonus payments for reaching absolute performance targets. 

The patients present themselves in two sequences to the physician. Each of the two sequences 

comprises 20 virtual patients, who present themselves sequentially and whose treatment is paid for 

under the condition of one of the two implemented payment systems. In the experiment, the 

payment system is alternated once, after the completion of the first sequence. 

To study potential ordering effects, we alternate the order in which the two sequences (and thus 

payment systems) are presented. Twenty-six participants first encounter a sequence of twenty 

virtual patients under FFS followed by a sequence of twenty virtual patients under P4P. The order of 

the sequences is reversed for 26 other participants. 

Each participant determines the quantity          {        }  of medical services to be 

provided to each of the patients in the experiment. Only entire units of medical services can be 

provided to individual patients. Treatment choices impact both physician profit and patient benefit.  

Virtual patients are characterized by the three attributes, payment system, treatment preference and 

illness. The first attribute is the payment system, either FFS or P4P.The second attribute is treatment 

preference. We distinguish here between four patient types. Each type is characterized by a 

treatment preference expressed in a patient benefit function, which is either B1(q), B2(q), B3(q) or 

B4(q). The patient benefit function Bi(q) describes the benefit that a patient of type     {         }  draws from treatment quantity q and is measured in monetary terms (in Experimental 

Currency Unit, ECU). Table 1 and Figure 1 present the four patient benefit functions. As in the seminal 

paper by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), the four different benefit functions in the experiment reflect a 

heterogeneous patient population: patients respond differently to the quantity of treatment, 

independently of their respective illness. Note that the same benefit functions are implemented for 

the characterization of patients in the first and the second sequence of the experiment.  

As can be seen in Figure 1, each benefit function Bi(q) has an interior global optimum at a    , which 

determines the treatment preference, i.e., the optimal amount of medical care for patient type i. 

Specifying a global optimum in the interior of the action space sets a benchmark for the right 

quantity of medical care allowing us to observe over- and under-provision of medical care. It also 

enables us to pay physicians for performance. Note that while benefit functions differ across patient 

types, two of the four benefit functions (for types 2 and 4) exhibit the same treatment preference  
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           . Patient type 1 has a relatively low treatment preference      , while patient 

type 3 has a relatively high treatment preference       . 

In contrast to the experimental design by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), we implement two benefit 

functions (B1(q) and B4(q)) that allow for the possibility of patients being harmed by the over-

provision of medical services. In other words, the benefit functions for patient type 1 and 4 are 

designed in such a way that patients suffer from excessive medical services by receiving a negative 

patie t e efit . E essi e edi al se i es ea s o e tha   u its of medical services for 

patient type 1 and more than 16 for patient type 4. 

 

 

The third attribute is illness. Each patient suffers from one out of five potential illnesses, A, B, C, D or 

E. Illness impacts the fee-for-service payment and thus physician compensation (in ECU) under both 

payment systems. We devise five fee-for-service fee functions, one for each illness, and implement 

the same functions under FFS and P4P. For each illness, payment increases with the quantity of 

medical services provided (see Table 2). 

Each combination of the three patient attributes (payment system, treatment preference and illness) 

represents an individual patient in the experiment. As explained above, patients are subdivided into 

two sequences with different payment systems. This implies that physicians face twenty patients 

under the same payment system in a sequence. The two sequences consist of similar patients with 

respect to treatment preference and illness, and differ exclusively in the payment system used to pay 

physicians. Treatment choices affect patient benefit. We assume that individual patients enjoy full 

insurance coverage and accept any quantity of medical services. 
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Treatment choices also impact physician profit (in ECU). In the experiment, participants face a convex 

cost function (as in the experiment by Hennig-Schmidt et al. 2011) given by  (  )         , where   is the quantity of medical services provided to patient j. The cost function is independent of the 

patient type, illness or payment system under which the patient is treated (see Table 3). 

FFS fee functions are designed in such a way that four out of the five resulting profit functions exhibit 

a global profit maximum in the interior of the action space (see Table 4 or Figure 2). Illness B (C; D; E) 

shows a global profit maximum at 15 (10; 2; 18) units of medical services. Recall that the treatment 

comprises quantities between 0 and 20. The profit function for illness A constitutes an exception in 

that it exhibits a global profit maximum at 20 units of medical services. Figure 2 provides a graphical 

representation of the FFS profit functions. 

 

 

We noted earlier that for each illness, FFS payment increases along the quantity of medical services 

provided. Profits, however, do not continuously increase along the quantity of services provided, not 

even prior to reaching the profit maximum. For illnesses A, B, C and E, profit functions display 

instances of negative marginal profit for additional units of medical services before reaching the 

profit maximum. Only the payment function for illness D always exhibits positive marginal profit prior 

to reaching the global profit maximum at q = 2. The payment and patient benefit functions are 

desig ed to eate a t adeoff et ee  the ph si ia ’s a i u  p ofit a d the patie t’s a imum 

benefit. The FFS profit-maximizing quantity for a patient exceeds the right amount of care for 15 of 

the 20 patients in a sequence. For the remaining five patients, the profit maximizing quantity 

undercuts the optimal amount of medical care. 
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* Maximum patient benefit for a patient of the given type 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Benefit functions for patient type 1 to 4 (in ECU) 

 
  Quantity of medical services 

Patient 

type 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Type 1 0.00 12.00 15.50 18.00 20.00* 19.20 16.80 14.90 13.00 11.10 9.20 7.30 5.40 3.50 1.60 -0.30 -2.20 -3.40 -4.30 -4.80 -5.00 

Type 2 0.00 0.40 1.80 4.00 6.60 10.20 13.80 17.60 20.00* 19.40 18.80 18.20 17.60 17.00 16.40 15.80 15.20 14.60 14.00 13.40 12.80 

Type 3 0.00 0.70 1.50 3.30 5.10 6.90 8.70 10.50 12.00 13.50 16.00 18.00 20.00* 19.20 18.40 17.60 16.80 16.00 15.20 14.40 13.60 

Type 4 0.00 1.70 4.20 8.20 13.10 18.60 22.60 24.50 25.80* 24.70 21.60 17.00 13.60 9.80 5.90 2.20 0.00 -1.60 -2.30 -2.40 -2.80 

                      

Table 2: FFS fee functions for illness A to E (in ECU) 

 
  Quantity of medical services 

Illness 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

A 0.00 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 13.50 15.00 27.50 30.00 32.50 35.00 37.50 44.00 66.50 73.00 80.50 88.00 94.60 102.20 109.80 118.40 

B 0.00 3.20 6.40 9.60 12.80 16.00 19.20 22.40 25.60 38.40 43.00 47.60 52.20 56.80 70.20 76.20 80.00 83.80 87.60 91.40 95.20 

C 0.00 2.90 6.00 8.80 11.20 22.40 25.30 28.20 31.10 34.00 45.60 48.70 51.80 54.90 58.00 61.10 64.20 67.30 70.40 73.50 76.60 

D 0.00 3.60 26.60 27.40 28.20 29.00 29.80 30.60 31.40 32.20 34.00 35.80 37.60 41.40 48.20 60.20 67.00 70.80 74.60 78.40 82.20 

E 0.00 1.60 6.40 12.00 14.60 17.20 19.80 22.40 25.00 31.60 37.20 42.80 48.40 54.00 59.60 70.20 78.80 85.70 94.30 99.90 105.50 
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Table 3: Cost function (in ECU) 

   
  Quantity of medical services 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Cost c (q) 0.00 0.20 0.80 1.80 3.20 5.00 7.20 9.80 12.80 16.20 20 24.20 28.80 33.80 39.20 45.00 51.20 57.80 64.80 72.20 80.00 

                      

Table 4: FFS physician profit (in ECU) 

 
  Quantity of medical services 

Illness 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

A 0.00 2.30 4.20 5.70 6.80 7.50 7.80 17.70 17.20 16.30 15.00 13.30 15.20 32.70 33.80 35.50 36.80 36.80 37.40 37.80 38.40* 

B 0.00 3.00 5.60 7.80 9.60 11.00 12.00 12.60 12.80 22.20 23.00 23.40 23.40 23.00 31.00 31.20* 28.80 26.00 22.80 19.20 15.20 

C 0.00 2.70 5.20 7.00 8.00 17.40 18.10 18.40 18.30 17.80 25.60* 24.50 23.00 21.10 18.80 16.10 13.00 9.50 5.60 1.30 -3.40 

D 0.00 3.40 25.80* 25.60 25.00 24.00 22.60 20.80 18.60 16.00 14.00 11.60 8.80 7.60 9.00 15.20 15.80 13.00 9.80 6.20 2.20 

E 0.00 1.40 5.60 10.20 11.40 12.20 12.60 12.60 12.20 15.40 17.20 18.60 19.60 20.20 20.40 25.20 27.60 27.90 29.50* 27.70 25.50 

                      

Table 5: Pay-for-performance bonus schedule (in ECU) 

  
 Quantity of optimally treated patients 

  0 – 9  10  – 12 13 – 15  16 – 20  

Bonus Payment   0.00   130.00 165.00 215.00 
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Under P4P, participants face a payment system that blends traditional FFS with a tiered P4P bonus 

based on physician performance. The above presented FFS fee functions are implemented in both 

payment systems. Physicians can additionally qualify for a tiered bonus payment (in ECU) based on 

the number of P4P patients, who receive optimal care in the experiment. 

Optimal care is defined as the right amount of medical services in the experiment. Patient benefit, 

thus patient type but not illness, determines the optimal quantity of treatment for each individual 

patient. In reality, physicians can refer to widely available clinical treatment guidelines such as the 

indicative interdisciplinary guideline Prevention, Diagnosis, Therapy, and Follow-up of Lung Cancer by 

the German Respiratory Society and the German Cancer Society (2010) for the optimal course of 

treatment. 

The objective of our P4P scheme is to increase the provision of optimal care and reduce over- and 

under-provision of medical services (relative to FFS). To qualify for a bonus payment, physicians have 

to provide optimal care to a threshold of patients. The amount of the bonus payment increases with 

the threshold.  

In the experiment, we set three P4P performance thresholds: participants have to meet a minimum 

performance threshold by providing optimal care to at least ten P4P patients in order to qualify for a 

bonus payment under P4P. The corresponding P4P bonus payment is 130 ECU. Meeting higher 

performance thresholds leads to higher bonus payments: an experimental physician providing 

optimal care to at least 13 patients nets 165 ECU. A bonus payment of 215 ECU will be paid if more 

than 15 patients receive optimal care under the hybrid payment system. Table 5 provides an 

overview of the performance thresholds and the corresponding P4P bonus payments. The payments 

have been chosen such that a profit-maximizing, fully informed physician would treat those ten 

patients optimally, for which optimal treatment requires the lowest profit reduction to the physician 

(see Table B.3 for a ranked list of the necessary profit reductions).    

The FFS component and the bonus of the hybrid payment system offer conflicting financial 

incentives: physicians face a trade-off between maximizing profit (per patient) by deviating from the 

optimal quantity of the individual patient and providing optimal care to at least half of the patients in 

order to qualify for a bonus payment. Under P4P, physicians may forego FFS profits to qualify for a 

P4P bonus.  

The P4P incentive in our experiment is layered onto an existing payment system (i.e. a FFS payment 

system), a predominant approach for the design of P4P schemes in reality (e.g., Young et al. 2007). 

Moreover, we set a single type of performance standard by applying absolute performance targets. 
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We do not use relative performance rankings; in other words, we do not measure physician 

performance relative to peer performance (refer to e.g., Hahn 2006 for P4P typology). The bonus 

pool is uncapped, which implies that physicians qualifying for a P4P bonus are guaranteed to receive 

the amount for which they have met the respective performance threshold. Respective thresholds 

and corresponding bonus payments are known to each participant in the experiment. These design 

features imply that bonus payments are non- o petiti e i  atu e. A ph si ia ’s i di idual 

t eat e t eha io  dete i es the size of the ph si ia ’s bonus payment; peer behavior has no 

impact on the P4P bonus in our design. 

We conducted the experiment in the Göttingen Laboratory of Behavioral Economics at the Georg-

August-University Göttingen, Germany, in July and August 2012. The software was programmed in z-

Tree (Fischbacher 2007). Fifty-two (18 male and 34 female) medical students enrolled in the medical 

degree program of the University of Göttingen participated in the experiment. Students volunteered 

to take part in the experiment after having been recruited via the medical s hool’s offi ial aili g 

list. Each participant took part in the experiment once.  

We conducted our experiment in several sessions and the procedure was the same in each session. 

Experimental sessions differed in the order in which participants encountered the sequences of 

patients and thus payment systems. 

Before the experiment, participants and the experimenter gather in a conference room where each 

participant receives a white coat (to emphasize the medical context of the experiment) and a 

randomly assigned participation number corresponding with one of the isolated working stations 

featured in the laboratory. To further emphasize the medical context, the participants found posters 

of the Aesculap stick attached to the wall above their working stations. The isolation makes visual 

contact and communication between participants impossible. Copies of the instructions (including 

information on the payment system, which participants face in the first sequence of patients) are 

distributed and read out to the participants. From this moment on, participants are required to cease 

any communication with each other and they are instructed not to publicly raise any questions 

regarding the instructions.  

After reading the instructions, participants get seated at their respective working stations and 

commence with a programmed questionnaire testing the comprehension of the experimental 

instructions. Participants have ample opportunity to clarify any open question concerning the 

instructions; the experimenter is at hand to privately resolve any question a participant might have. 

The experiment begins, once all participants have successfully completed the questionnaire by 

correctly answering all questions.  
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In the beginning of an experimental session, each participant chooses among three patient charities, 

the German Cancer Society, the German Multiple Sclerosis Society and the German Parkinson 

Society. As communicated in the instructions, the aggregate patient benefit created by each of the 

participants will be paid to the organization of her or his respective choice. Through the funding of 

medical research the money donated will serve real patients. This actual paying out of the patients, 

who participate only virtually in the experiment, should encourage the participants in the role of 

physicians to take the patient benefit into account.  

Each participant assumes the role of a physician in the experiment. In each sequence, participants 

provide medical services to 20 virtual patients, characterized by illness and patient type, under a 

specific payment system, either FFS or P4P. Each virtual patient is presented as a table providing, for 

each possible quantity of medical services, physician profit and patient benefit associated with the 

patie t’s ha a te isti s. Ph si ia s have no information on the specifics of illnesses and patient   

types. They thus make each treatment decision based on the profit-benefit table for the patient 

under consideration. After all participants have completed their treatment decisions for the first 

sequence of patients, a new set of instructions is distributed detailing the payment system effective 

for the second sequence of patients. Participants receive plenty of time to read the new set of 

instructions by themselves and clarify any questions they might have in private with the 

experimenter before the experiment continues. The instructions for both parts of the experiment are 

in Appendix A. 

For each participant, the sum of physician profits and the sum patient benefits (from the two 

sequences) are calculated separately and converted in €, applying a conversion factor of 0.01€ per 

ECU. Profit is paid out privately, in cash, in addition to a 3.00€ show-up fee at the end of the 

experiment. The monetary patient benefit which is assigned to the same charity is pooled and 

donated via money transfer. 

According to subject availability, we conducted four experimental sessions, each lasting 

approximately 90 minutes. We collected 26 independent observations each for the order FFS / P4P 

and the order P4P / FFS. Participants earned an average amount of . €. The minimum payment 

was . €, the maximum 15.40€. Payments to the three charities summed up to 391.90€. The 

German Cancer Society was the charity of choice for 27 participants and received a donation in the 

amount of 197.90€; the Ge a  Multiple “ le osis M“  “o iet , sele ted  6 participants, received 

126.50€, hile the Ge a  Pa ki so  “o iet  as sele ted  i e participants and received 67.50€ 

(see Table 6). Digital copies of the respective receipts were provided to all participants.  
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Following the experiment, we collected valuable information regarding participants' personal 

situation through a short questionnaire. About one participant out of three states that close relatives 

have experienced medical emergency in the last twelve months. About three participants out of four 

declare severe or/and chronic illness among relatives. Personal experience appears to affect the 

choice made among charities, as 71.43 percent of participants declaring the occurrence of cancer 

among close relatives have chosen the German Cancer Society as recipient. In the same way, 66.67 

percent of participants whose relatives have suffered from multiple sclerosis and 50 percent of 

participants whose relatives have suffered from Parkinson's disease have chosen the corresponding 

charity as recipient. 

 

Table 6: Payments to charities in € (number of participants) 

     Order Total  Cancer Society MS Society Parkinson Society 

 
    

FFS / P4P 198.60 (26) 98.10 (13) 54.40 (7) 46.10 (6) 

    
P4P / FFS 193.30 (26) 99.80 (14) 72.10 (9) 21.40 (3) 

     
Both orders 391.90 (52) 197.90 (27) 126.50 (16) 67.50 (9) 

 
    

 

 

The post-experimental questionnaire also includes questions aiming at eliciting participants' 

personality traits. We collect this information in order to investigate individual differences in attitude 

towards patient's benefit and the occurrence of unethical conduct. These questions are directly 

inspired from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP)1 and are reported in Table C.1 (Appendix C). 

4. Results 

In the following, we present our experimental results. The non-parametric analysis is based on 52 

independent observations, 26 for each order, in which the sequences are presented. All test results, 

generated with the statistical analysis software Stata, are two-sided. To lead off the analysis, we 

investigate any ordering effects that may arise from the order in which the sequences are presented 

(Subsection 4.1). Since we observe no significant ordering effect, we may pool our data. Descriptive 

statistics of the combined data are presented in Subsection 4.2. In Subsection 4.3, we investigate 

                                                           
1
 Individual questionnaire 2005/2010, see http://www.diw.de/en/diw_02.c.222729.en/questionnaires.html. 
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over- and under-provision under FFS and P4P. Differences in physician provision behavior across the 

two payment systems are presented in Subsection 4.4. In Subsection 4.5, we analyze the effect of the 

payment systems on patient benefit. We present evidence of unethical treatment behavior in 

Subsection 4.6. In conclusion, in Subsection 4.7 we investigate the impact of experimental 

participants' personal characteristics on service provision. 

4.1 Potential ordering effects 

We are particularly interested in whether the order, in which physicians encounter the two payment 

systems under consideration, affects treatment behavior. Table 7 provides, for each order (FFS/P4P 

and P4P/FFS), the average quantity of medical services provided to patients of the same payment 

system. We find average treatment quantities to be practically unaffected by the order, in which 

physicians face the payment systems. 

To gain statistical evidence on potential ordering effects, we consider the quantities that individual 

physicians provide, on average, to FFS and P4P patients in the two orders, in which the payment 

systems are presented. A Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U test comparing average quantities provided to 

FFS patients in FFS/P4P with the average quantities provided to FFS patients in P4P/FFS reveals no 

significant difference in treatment behavior (p=0.2798). The same is true for P4P patients (p=0.7693). 

We also conduct a statistical analysis based on the individual treatment decisions for FFS and P4P 

patients in each order. A Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U test comparing, for each patient, the individual 

treatment decisions in FFS/P4P with those in P4P/FFS shows no significant ordering effect for 19 of 

the 20 FFS patients p ≥ 0.0563) and for 18 of the 20 P4P patie ts p ≥ . 5; refer to Table B.1 - 

Appendix B for the respective p-values).2 In summary, we do not observe a significant ordering effect 

for 37 out of 40 patients in the experiment. This is in keeping with the above result on the overall 

physician behavior. 

 

Table 7: Average quantity of treatment 
 

        

 FFS/P4P  P4P/FFS 

 FFS  P4P  P4P  FFS 

Average 9.77  9.06  9.05  9.74 

Median 9.00  8.00  8.00  9.00 

SD 3.90  4.05  4.01  4.36 

        

                                                           
2
We identify, however, a significant ordering effect for one FFS (4D; p = 0.0020; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U 

test) and two P4P patients (2A; p = 0.0284; 3A; p = 0.0278; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U test) 
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A major concern of our research is the potential impact of P4P incentives on the provision of optimal 

care. We are thus particularly interested in whether participants who first face P4P followed by FFS 

provide optimal care to more FFS patients in the experiment than those who face the reverse order 

of pa e t s ste s. Co se ue tl , e o pa e the i di idual ph si ia s’ elati e sha es of opti al 

treatment decisions for FFS patients observed in FFS/P4P with those in P4P/FFS. A Wilcoxon-Mann-

Whitney-U test reveals no significant ordering effect (p = 0.0893). Similarly, we do not find a 

significant difference in the relative share of optimal treatment decisions for P4P patients across 

orders (p = 0.5782). 

Conclusion 4.1: We do not observe any significant ordering effect in our experiment. Consequently, 

we shall pool the data for further statistical evaluation. Subsequent results are thus based on the 

pooled data of 52 independent observations.  

4.2 Descriptive statistics of the pooled data 

Physicians provide, on average, 9.75 (median 9.00; SD 4.14) units of medical services to FFS and 9.05 

(median 8.00; SD 4.03) units to P4P patients. The average optimal quantity is eight units of medical 

services, irrespective of the payment system. This suggests that, on the aggregate, patients are over-

served and that they are less over-served under P4P than under FFS. The latter is also reflected in 

that we observe an average patient benefit of 18.17 (median 20.00; SD 5.78) ECU for FFS patients 

and 19.28 (median 20.00; SD 5.99) ECU for P4P patients. Physicians show a higher frequency of 

optimal treatment decisions under P4P: approximately 73.5 percent of the treatment decisions for 

P4P patients coincide with the right amount of care compared to 41.2 percent of the treatment 

decisions for FFS patients.  

On average, physicians earn 21.11 ECU (median 20.80; SD 7.40) per FFS patient and 18.50 ECU 

(median 18.30; SD 7.67) per P4P patient under the FFS component of the hybrid payment system. At 

the same time, we observe that the average total physician profit under P4P exceeds the average 

total physician profit under FFS (by 29.5 percent) because of the additional bonus payment under 

P4P. Physicians earn on average 547.15 ECU (bonus included) from treating P4P patients and 422.24 

ECU from treating FFS patients. Table 8 provides an overview of these summary statistics. 

In the experiment, approximately 88.5 percent of the physicians qualify for a bonus payment under 

P4P. Thirty-six physicians earn a bonus in the amount of 215.00 ECU (for providing optimal care to at 

least 16 P4P patients), five physicians qualify for a bonus in the amount of 165.00 ECU (for 13 to 15 
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optimally treated P4P patients) and five physicians earn a bonus of 130.00 ECU (for 10 to 12 

optimally treated P4P patients). Six physicians do not qualify for any bonus payment under the 

hybrid payment system. P4P bonus payments in the experiment add up to 9215.00 ECU.  

 

Table 8: Summary statistics 

 

Quantity Patient benefit
1
 Profit per patient

1
 Profit per physician

1;2
 

 

FFS P4P FFS P4P FFS P4P FFS P4P 

Average 9.75 9.05 18.17 19.28 21.11 18.50 422.24 547.15 

Median 9.00 8.00 20.00 20.00 20.80 18.30 420.95 559.4 

SD 4.14 4.03 5.78 5.99 7.40 7.67 83.79 59.36 

Percent
3
 

  

41.2 73.5 15.5 8.6   

         
1
 in ECU. 

2
Total profits per physician, resulting from the treatment of patients of the same payment system (including bonus payments) 

3
Percent of benefit-maximizing individual treatment decisions in the case of patient benefit; percent of profit maximizing individual 

treatment decisions in the case of profit per patient. 

 

 

In total, physicians bill services in the amount of 45,195.70 ECU under FFS and 39,637.60 ECU under 

(the FFS component of) the hybrid payment system P4P. The observed difference in the total 

amounts billed covers approximately 60.3 percent (or 5558.10 ECU) of the total bonus payout under 

P4P. New funds have to pay for the remainder. Total spending on physician services under P4P 

(48852.60) is approximately 8.1 percent higher than under FFS.  

4.3 Over- and under-provision 

Figure 3 shows for each individual patient, characterized by a combination of treatment preference 

and illness, the average quantity of medical services provided by the experimental physicians under 

FFS on the one hand and under P4P on the other. Moreover, it indicates, for each patient, the FFS 

profit-maximizing quantity and the optimal treatment quantity. Figure 3 suggests that, on the 

aggregate, physicians over-serve most of the patients in the experiment.  Over- or under-provision 

appears to be affected by the patie t’s illness (see also Appendix B, Table B.2, exhibiting, for each 

patient, the average quantity of medical services provided along with the mean deviation from the 

respective optimal quantity). Note that a tendency to over-provide FFS patients has also been 

observed by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) and Keser et al. (2013). 
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Figure 3: Average quantity of medical services per individual patient 

characterized by patient type [1-4] and illness [A – E] 

 

 

FFS: We observe that 16 of the 20 FFS patients receive, on average, more medical services than 

optimal. For 15 of these patients, the profit- a i izi g ua tit  e eeds the patie t’s opti al 

quantity of treatment, while for one (patient 1D) the profit maximizing quantity (two units) lies 

elo  the patie t’s opti al t eat e t ua tit  fou  u its . The observed over-provision for FFS 

patient 1D is only minimal (the average quantity provided is 4.02 units) and only 13.5 percent of the 

individual treatment decisions deviate from the optimal quantity of treatment, which can be 

explained by a financial impact of deviating from the profit-maximizing quantity and providing the 

optimal quantity of treatment that is hardly noticeable (approximately 0.01€ in foregone physician 

profits).  

Four (of the 20) FFS patients (characterized by the patient attributes 2D, 4D, 3C and 3D) in the 

experiment receive, on average, fewer than optimal services. For these patients, the optimal quantity 

of treatment lies above the profit maximizing quantity. FFS patient 3C is only marginally under-

served (the mean deviation from the optimal quantity of treatment is – 0.13 units) and only 19.2 

percent of the individual treatment decisions deviate from the optimal quantity of treatment. For 

this patient, the difference in physician profit resulting from the provision of the optimal quantity of 

treatment (twelve units) and the profit-maximizing quantity (ten units) is small (2.60 ECU or less than 

0.03€).  
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P4P: Even though the provision of optimal care is incentivized, we do find over- and under-provision 

under P4P. We observe that for 16 of the 20 P4P patients, the average quantity of treatment exceeds 

the corresponding optimal quantity of care. These patients are similar to those over-served under 

FFS (with respect to treatment preference and illness). For three of the 16 over-served P4P patients, 

the extent of the over-provision is observed to be marginal: over-provision is hardly detectable for 

P4P patient 1D and negligible for P4P patients 2C and 4C. For these patients, the quantity of medical 

services provided deviates from the corresponding optimal quantity of treatment in only 11.5, 15.4 

and 11.5 percent of the treatment decisions, respectively.  

Four P4P patients in the experiment receive, on average, fewer medical services than optimal. These 

are also similar to the under-served FFS patients (with respect to treatment preference and illness). 

While P4P patients 2D, 4D and 3C are marginally under-served, P4P patient 3D receives considerably 

fewer services (1.06 units less) than optimal.  

To gain statistical evidence on the over- or under-provision of medical services, we consider 

ph si ia s’ treatment decisions for each individual patient3. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test comparing 

individual treatment decisions for FFS patie ts ith the patie ts’ espe ti e opti al a ou t of 

medical services reveals that individual treatment decisions for 18 of the 20 patients4 differ 

significantly from the optimal amount of medical care (refer to Appendix B, Table B.2, for the 

respective p-values). Fifteen FFS patients are found to be significantly over-served with the profit-

maximizing quantity for each of these patients exceeding the optimal amount of care. Three FFS 

patients, characterized by the attributes 2D, 4D and 3D, receive significantly fewer services than 

optimal. For these patients, the profit-maximizing quantity lies below the optimal quantity of 

services. 

Individual treatment decisions for two FFS patients, patients 1D and 3C, do not significantly differ 

from the respective optimal quantity of medical services. These patients tend to receive optimal care 

under FFS. The corresponding p-values for the Wilcoxon signed ranks test are 0.3525 for FFS patient 

1D and 0.0745 for FFS patient 3C. Note that the profit maximizing quantity for each lies below the 

optimal quantity of treatment. Yet, forgone profits (from providing optimal care instead of the profit 

maximizing quantity) are minimal as noted above. 

                                                           
3
We also compared, for each physician, the average quantity provided to fee-for-service patients with the 

average optimal quantity. A Wilcoxon signed ranks test reveals that physicians provide significantly more 

services to FFS patients than optimal (p= 0.0000). The average optimal quantity for patients is eight units of 

medical care as noted above. 
4
These patients are characterized by the attributes 1A-C, 1E, 2A-E, 4A-E, 4E, 3A, 3B, 3D and 3E.  
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A similar analysis5 of the individual treatment decisions provided to each of the P4P patients shows 

that quantities of care for 14 patients6 differ significantly from the respective optimal amounts of 

care (see Appendix B, Table B.2). Thirteen patients treated under P4P are significantly over-served 

while one patient, characterized by the attributes 3D, is significantly under-served.  

The remaining six P4P patients (characterized by the attributes 1D, 2C, 2D, 4D, 3B and 3C) tend to 

receive optimal care. For these patients, individual treatment decisions do not differ significantly 

from the respective optimal quantities. The corresponding p-values values for the Wilcoxon signed 

ranks tests are 0.4631 for patient 1D, 0.1235 for patient 2C, 0.2622 for patient 2D, 0.0747 for patient 

4D, 0.0995 for patient 3B and 0.1282 for patient 3C. These six patients appear to be obvious choices 

for receiving optimal care under P4P. They represent six of the seven patients with the smallest 

difference in FFS physician profit for providing the optimal quantity and the profit-maximizing 

quantity of treatment. TableB.3 in Appendix B provides a ranking of patients with respect to the 

difference in profits for the respective profit maximizing and patient benefit maximizing quantities 

(ascending). 

Conclusion 4.3: We observe over- and under-provision behavior under both payment systems. While 

individual treatment decisions significantly differ from the optimal quantity of treatment for 18 of the 

20 patients under FFS, the same holds true for only 14 of the 20 patients treated under P4P. 

4.4 Response to pay-for-performance 

Figure 3 above provides evidence on the differences in treatment behavior across payment systems. 

It shows that, for the majority of pairs of similar P4P and FFS patients, the average quantity provided 

to the P4P patient is noticeably closer to the optimal quantity than the average quantity provided to 

the comparable FFS patient. This suggests that P4P tends to alleviate over- and under-provision 

relative to FFS.  

Figure 4 exhibits, for each pair of matching FFS and P4P patients, the mean deviation from the 

optimal quantity of medical care. Note that the mean deviation for FFS patient 1D is minimal (with 

0.02 units) and thus invisible in the figure (see Appendix B, Table B.2). We observe that for each pair 

of matching FFS and P4P patients, the sign (positive of negative) of the mean deviation (implying 

either over - or under-provision) remains the same across payment systems. In other words, similar 

patients who tend to be over-served (under-served) under one payment system also tend to be over-

                                                           
5
A Wilcoxon signed ranks test, comparing for each physician the average quantity provided to P4P patients with 

the average optimal quantity, reveals that P4P patients receive significantly more services than optimal (p= 

0.000000). 
6
These P4P patients are characterized by the attributes 1A-C, 1E, 2A, 2B, 2E, 4A-C, 4E, 3A, 3D and 3E. 
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served (under-served) under the other payment system. See also Section 4.3 above. We also observe 

that for 18 of the 20 pairs of similar FFS and P4P patients the extent of the over- or under-provision is 

smaller for the P4P than for the corresponding FFS patient, while the reverse is true for the 

remaining two pairs. 

 

 

 

We count 16 pairs of matching patients, in which both the FFS and the P4P patient are over-served. 

In 15 of these pairs, the extent of the over-provision is smaller for the P4P patient. The reverse is true 

for the remaining pair characterized by the patient attributes 1D. For that pair, we report that the 

mean deviation, although minimal under both payment systems (0.02 units under FFS and 0.15 units 

under P4P), is smaller for the FFS than the P4P patient (see Appendix, Table B.2).  

For three of the four pairs, in which both the FFS and the P4P patient are under-served, we observe 

the extent of under-provision to be smaller for the P4P patient. These matching pairs consist of 

patients characterized by the attributes 2D, 4D and 3D. The opposite is true for the remaining pair 

characterized by the attributes 3C: the mean deviation from the optimal quantity of care is minor 

under both payment systems but the extent of under-provision is larger for the P4P than for the FFS 

patient. 

To gain statistical evidence, for each patient, on the difference in treatment behavior across the two 

payment systems, we compare the absolute deviations of the quantity of care provided to a patient 

f o  the patie t’s opti al a ou t of a e ased o  a Wil o o  sig ed-ranks test. We find significant 
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deviation for 13 of the 20 pairs of matching patients (requiring significance at the 10-percent level).7 

The corresponding p-values for the Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests can be found in Table B.2 in 

Appendix B.  For eleven of these pairs, the extent of over-provision is significantly smaller under 

P4P.
8 For the remaining two pairs (characterized by the attributes 4D and 3D), the extent of under-

provision is significantly smaller for the P4P patient than for the matching FFS patient. To conclude, 

for 13 of our 20 patient, we observe a significantly smaller deviation from the optimal care for P4P 

than for FFS patients, while seven pairs show no significant deviation and none of the pairs shows a 

larger deviation.  A χ2 test based on the null hypothesis of an equal probability of a smaller, and a 

zero or larger deviation allows us to reject the null hypothesis at the 1-percent level (Siegel 1987).We 

thus conclude that there is a significant tendency toward smaller deviations under P4P than under 

FFS. 

We are particularly interested in whether the tiered P4P bonus leads to an increase in the provision 

of optimal quantities of medical care. We observe that physicians show a higher incidence of optimal 

treatment decisions under the hybrid payment system: Table 8 above reports that approximately 

73.5 percent of the individual treatment decisions for P4P patients lead to optimal patient benefit 

relative to 41.2 percent of the decisions for FFS patients. Comparing, for each physician, the relative 

sha e of opti al t eat e t de isio s a oss pa e t s ste s, e epo t the ph si ia ’s elati e 

share of optimal treatment decisions to be significantly larger under P4P (p = 0.0000, Wilcoxon 

signed-ranks test). Significantly more physicians (41 out of 52) are observed to have a larger relative 

share of optimal treatment decisions under P4P (p < 0.0001, binomial test).  

Similar evidence comes from the analysis of the relative share of optimal treatment decisions for FFS 

and P4P patients. We find that each P4P patient receives more optimal treatment than the matching 

FFS counterpart (see Figure 5). Comparing, for each pair of matching FFS and P4P patients, the 

relative share of optimal treatment decisions across payment systems, we report that P4P patients 

are significantly more likely to receive optimal care than FFS patients (p= 0.0001; Wilcoxon signed-

ranks test). 

Figure 5 exhibits the relative shares of optimal treatment decisions for an individual patient, under 

FFS and under P4P. The patients in this figure are sorted with respect to the absolute difference in 

physician profit for providing the optimal quantity and the profit-maximizing quantity (in an 

ascending order). In each payment system, the relative share of optimal treatment decisions appears 

to fall as the profit difference increases. To provide statistical support for this observation, Table 9 

                                                           
7
 These pairs consist of patients characterized by the attributes 1A-C, 2B, 2C, 2E, 4A-E, 3D and 3E. No significant 

differences in the absolute deviations are reported for the remaining pairs 1D, 1E, 2A, 2D, and 3A-C. 
8
These pairs are characterized by the patient attributes 1A-1C, 2B, 2C, 2E, 4A-C, 4E and 3E.  
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shows the result of a random intercept logit model to explain the conditional probability of optimal 

treatment based on a P4P dummy variable, profit difference and a combined effect. We observe that 

P4P has a significantly positive coefficient, while the coefficient of profit difference is significantly 

negative.  

 

Table 9: Results of a random effects logit regression on the probability of optimal treatment 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error 

P4P (dummy) 

Profit difference 

P4Pprofit difference 

Intercept 

1.828*** 

-0.105*** 

0.021 

1.043*** 

(0.272) 

(0.011) 

(0.016) 

(0.322) 

N 

Log-likelihood     

2080 

-970.815 

331.794*** 

 

 

Conclusion 4.4: P4P shows a tendency to alleviate over- or under-provision relative to FFS. In 13 of 

the 20 pairs of similar FFS and P4P patients, we observe the extent of the over- or under-provision to 

be significantly smaller for the P4P patient. Physicians are significantly more likely to provide optimal 

care under the hybrid payment system than under FFS. A P4P patient is significantly more likely to 

receive optimal care than a similar FFS patient of matching type and illness. 
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4.5 The effect of the payment system on patient benefit 

A ajo  o e  of ou  esea h is to a al ze the effe t of the pa e t s ste  o  patie ts’ health 

benefit. We have seen above that a P4P patient is significantly more likely to receive optimal care 

than a similar FFS patient of matching type and illness. Summery statistics on the patient benefit 

(seeTable8) show an average patient benefit of 18.17 ECU under FFS and 19.28 ECU under P4P. The 

average maximum attainable patient benefit in the experiment is 21.45 ECU. Consequently, average 

observed patient benefits for FFS and P4P patients are 15.3 and 10.1 percent lower than the average 

maximum attainable patient benefit.  

To evaluate the effect of the payment system on patient benefit, we investigate the benefit loss 

(difference between the maximum attainable and the recorded patient benefit) relative to the 

maximum attainable benefit (see Hennig-Schmidt et al. 2011). This relative benefit loss can range 

between 0 and 1.25 in our analysis. A relative patient benefit loss of zero implies optimal treatment, 

while a value of one indicates a quantity of treatment with no benefit to the patient. A relative 

benefit loss that is greater than one indicates that the quantity of treatment is injurious to health. To 

begin the investigation, we analyze, for each physician, the relative benefit loss, averaged over all 

treatment decisions for patients of the same payment system. A comparison across payment systems 
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shows that P4P patients in the experiment fare significantly better than FFS patients. The 

corresponding p-vale for the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is 0.000105. 

Distinguishing among patient types with respect to treatment preferences (i.e., type 1 to 4), a 

comparison across payment systems of the relative benefit loss, averaged over patients of the same 

payment system and patient  type, reveals that P4P patients of each type fare better than their FFS 

counterparts (Table 10). The largest difference in the relative benefit loss across payment systems is 

reported for patients of type 4. For each patient type, a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test comparing, for 

each physician, the average relative patient loss across the two payment systems provides statistical 

evidence. We find that P4P patients of each type do significantly better than their FFS counterparts. 

The corresponding p-values for types 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 0.015498, 0.000497, 0.000027 and 0.000007, 

respectively. 

 

        
Table 10: Relative patient benefit loss per patient type 

        

 

Type 1  Type 2  Type 3  Type 4 

FFS 0.208  0.112  0.111  0.175 

P4P 0.166  0.077  0.071  0.093 

        
 

 

In the following, we analyze the difference in health benefit for pairs of matching FFS and 

P4Ppatients across payment systems. Figure 6 contrasts the average relative patient benefit loss for 

matching pairs of FFS and P4P patients. We observe the relative benefit loss, averaged over 

ph si ia s’ i di idual t eat e t de isio s fo  a patie t, to e s alle  fo   P4P patients relative to 

their respective FFS counterparts.9 On the individual patient level, the difference is statistically 

significant for twelve of the 19 pairs of matching patients (characterized by the attributes 1A-C, 2C-E, 

3D; 3E, and 4B-E), requiring significance at the 10-percent level (Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests). For the 

remaining eight pairs (including the one pair in which the FFS patient fares, on average, better than 

the P4P match), the Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests reveal no significant difference in the relative 

                                                           
9The one patient, who fares better under FFS than under P4P, is characterized by the attributes 3C. 

The observed difference in the average relative patient benefit loss is relatively small.  
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patient benefit loss across payment systems (refer to Appendix B, Table B.4 for the respective p-

values). 

Conclusion.4.5: In terms of relative benefit loss, P4P patients tend to fare better than their FFS 

counterparts. This holds for each of the four patient types.  

 

 

 

4.6 Physician unethical conduct 

Medical professional societies deem the prescription, provision and billing of medical services with 

no benefit to the patient as unethical (refer, for example, to the Code of Professional Ethics of the 

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2011). We use this definition as a criterion to 

evaluate physician behavior in our experiment. Evidence of unethical conduct would be highly 

controversial given the supposedly special physician-patient-relationship. In contrast to the related 

experiments by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) and Keser et al. (2013), our experimental design 

allo s  ph si ia s to p o ide u ethi al t eat e t to half of thei  i tual patie ts i  the experiment. 

Revisit the benefit functions for patient types 1 and 4 presented in Table 1. For patients of type 1, the 

provision of more than 14 units of medical care is injurious to health (resulting in a negative patient 

benefit). Patients of type 4 draw zero benefit from 16 units of medical services (hence, 16 units result 

in the same patient benefit as no treatment); seventeen or more units are injurious to health. In the 

experiment, ten of the 20 patients treated under FFS are either of type 1 or type 4. The same holds 

true for half of the patients treated under the hybrid payment system P4P.  
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The data shows that almost one in three physicians in our experiment provide unethical treatment to 

at least one virtual patient. For eight of the 16 physicians caught red-handed, this is a one-time slip-

up in the experiment. Another three physicians provide unethical quantities in two instances. 

Five10physicians (or 9.6 percent of the physicians in the experiment) are observed to be repeat 

offenders with at least five unethical treatment decisions in the experiment each. For repeat 

offenders, between 25 and 45 percent of their individual treatment decisions for FFS and P4P 

patients of type 1 and 4 are unethical. 

Six of the sixteen physicians provide unethical treatment under both payment systems. For the 

remaining ten physicians, we find unethical behavior only under one of the payment systems. Three 

physicians provide unethical care exclusively under FFS while seven show unethical behavior 

exclusively under P4P.  

Unethical behavior, however, does not differ significantly across payment systems. Roughly 4.2 

percent of the treatment decisions for FFS patients of type 1 and type 4 are unethical. The same is 

true for 5 percent of the treatment decisions for the same group of P4P patients. In addition, we do 

ot fi d a sig ifi a t diffe e e i  the i di idual ph si ia s’ elati e sha e of u ethi al t eat e t 

decisions across payment systems (p = 0.414447; Wilcoxon-signed ranks test).  

Under FFS, roughly 86.4 percent of the unethical treatment decisions are provided to five patients, 

characterized by 1A, 1B, 1E, 4A and 4E. The same holds true for 91.3 percent of the unethical 

treatment decisions under P4P.  The explanation for the observed pattern is straightforward: The FFS 

physician profit functions and the patient benefit functions reveal that, for patients of type 1 and 4, 

the FFS profit maximizing quantities for illnesses A and E (20 units; 18 units) lie within the range of 

unethical treatment quantities. The same is true for the FFS profit maximizing quantity for illness B 

(15 units) in the case of patients of type 1. 

Roughly 9.6 percent, 5.8 percent and 5.8 percent of the treatment decisions for FFS patients 1A, 1B 

and 1E are injurious to health. The corresponding percentages for the matching P4P patients are 

11.5, 7.7 and 11.5. For each of the FFS patients 4A and 4E, we report 7.7 percent of the treatment 

decisions to be unethical. The same applies to 9.6 and 5.8 percent of the individual treatment 

decisions for the matching P4P patients. 

Conclusion 4.6: We observe unethical treatment behavior in 4.2 and 5 percent of the treatment 

decisions for FFS and P4P patients of type 1 and 4, respectively. Approximately 21.2 percent of the 

                                                           
10

 The physicians #2 #16, #46, #48 and #49 are identified to be repeat offenders; 40, 25, 30, 45 and 30 percent 

of their individual treatment decisions for FFS and P4P patients of Type 1 and 4 are unethical, respectively. 
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physicians provide unethical treatment in only one or two instances, an additional 9.6 percent of the 

physicians are found to be repeat offenders with at least five unethical treatment decisions. 

4.7 Individual characteristics and attitude towards patient's benefit 

Our previous results have shown that there exists a large heterogeneity among experimental 

physicians in attitude towards patient's benefit. Although we find that a large proportion of 

participants are willing to maximize patient's benefit, we also observe evidence of unethical behavior 

in both remuneration schemes. In this section, we investigate if individual differences in service 

provision and frequency of unethical conduct could be (at least partly) explained by differences in 

individual characteristics. In a questionnaire following the experiment, participants answer several 

questions regarding their personality traits. This provides us with valuable information regarding a 

large range of aspects, such as sociability, reciprocity, attitude toward risk and pressure or self-

esteem. The questions we use to elicit pa ti ipa ts’ personal characteristics are displayed in Table 

C.1 (Appendix C). 

The size of our sample does not allow us to include all of this information in econometric regressions. 

For that reason, we run a principal component analysis to identify the most relevant factors to 

characterize participants' personality traits. Results suggest that 57.78 percent of the variations in 

could be explained by three factors. The corresponding factor loadings are presented in Table C.2 

(Appendix C). 

We label the first factor "self-confidence". An individual having a high and positive value on this 

factor is less prone to stress, is more likely to take risks, to be impulsive and to trust others. 

Furthermore, this factor is also associated to a high self-esteem. The second factor is labeled 

"antisocial". Individuals who score high on this factor are less likely to be sociable and to reciprocate 

positive actions. They are also more prone to negative reciprocity (envy, resentfulness) and to risk 

seeking. The third factor is associated to a high sociability, a high patience and a low trust. Since we 

do not have an intuitive consistent interpretation of this factor, we will then concentrate on the first 

two factors in the following of the analysis. 

Table 11 reports estimates of econometric regressions aiming at identifying the determinants of 

physician's attitude towards patients' benefit. Results suggest that participants' answers to the post-

experimental questionnaire provide us with relevant explanation of their decisions in the 

experiment. The first column of Table 11 addresses the determinants of physician's profits (excluding 

bonus in the P4P treatment). Consistent with our previous results, we observe that participants are 

willing to forgo a substantial part of profit when P4P bonuses are at stake. We also observe that 
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female physicians tend to earn less than males. Interestingly, individuals scoring higher in the 

"antisocial" factor tend to earn more, suggesting a behavior oriented toward profit rather than 

patient's benefit. This interpretation is confirmed in the second regression reported in Table 11. Our 

results suggest that patients' overall benefits tend to be lower when treated by a physician that 

scores high on the "antisocial  fa to . Here again, econometric analysis confirms our previous finding 

that patients' benefit increase with the introduction of the P4P payment scheme. The last column of 

Table 11 reports that personality features have a clear impact on the occurrence of unethical 

conduct. Individuals scoring high on the "self-confidence" factor (characterized notably by a higher 

self-esteem and a higher trust) are less likely to behave unethically. On the opposite, participants 

who score higher on the "antisocial" factor are more prone to provide services that have no, or even 

negative effect on patient's benefit. 

 

Table 11: Determinants of physician attitude to a ds patie t’s e efit – OLS regressions 

Interest variable Total profit 
(excluding P4P bonus) 

Total patie ts’ e efit Unethical physician 
(Frequency of unethical conduct) 

P4P treatment -52.304*** 

(10.274) 

22.269* 

(13.180) 

0.077 

(0.148) 

Female -22.073* 

(11.810) 

-0.594 

(15.149) 

-0.188 

(0.170) 

Age -1.397 

(1.592) 

-1.327 

(2.042) 

-0.009 

(0.023) 

Factor 1 : self-confidence -1.093 

(3.540) 

1.999 

(4.541) 

-0.120** 

(0.051) 

Factor 2 : antisocial 7.975* 

(4.274) 

-15.698*** 

(5.482) 

0.126** 

(0.061) 

Intercept 470.505*** 

(39.876) 

395.85*** 

(51.151) 

0.775 

(0.573) 

N 104 104 104 

R
2
 0.1571 0.1146 0.0620 

 

 

Conclusion 4.7: Individual personality characteristics, such as self-esteem and other-regarding 

preferences, directly impact the conduct of experimental physicians. Physicians who show larger 

concern regarding others are more likely to behave ethically. 
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5. Conclusion 

P4P has been enjoying a growing popularity among healthcare policy makers in spite of the lack of 

convincing empirical evidence on its effectiveness (e.g., Emmert et al. 2011). Our study adds to the 

existing empirical P4P literature and the sparse experimental literature on physician behavior. The 

presented paper provides the first experimental investigation of P4P in healthcare analyzing a hybrid 

physician payment system that blends traditional FFS with P4P incentives. The implemented non-

competitive P4P incentive structure consists of a tiered bonus payment with absolute performance 

thresholds and an uncapped bonus pool.  

The results show that, in our experimental model, physicians respond to P4P incentives embedded in 

a hybrid payment system. Approximately nine out of ten participants in the experiment qualify for a 

P4P o us. The e pe i e tal ph si ia s’ elati e sha e of opti al t eat e t de isio s is sig ifi a tl  

larger under the hybrid payment system than under FFS. A P4P patient tends to receive significantly 

more optimal treatment than a patient of matching type and illness under FFS. P4P in many cases 

alleviates over- and under-provision relative to traditional FFS. In both payment systems, we do 

observe the occurrence of unethical treatment behavior, i.e. the provision of medical services with 

no benefit to the patient, irrespective of the payment system. The conduct of experimental 

physicians appears to be influenced by individual personality characteristics, such as self-esteem and 

other-regarding preferences. 

Future experimental research could extend the presented study in several directions by altering, for 

example, the design of the payment structure. Rewarding relative performance rather than target 

attainment (absolute performance) as in our experiment would present a very compelling extension 

of our work as it creates a competitive P4P incentive structure. In a tournament approach, physicians 

could be ranked based on their performance relative to their peers with top performers earning a 

bonus payment (see, e.g., Falk & Fehr 2003; Lindenauer et al. 2007; Pope 2012). Another extension 

of our work could evaluate the effects of financial penalties for substandard performance on 

healthcare provider behavior (see e.g., Lindenauer et al. 2007) rather than offering financial rewards 

for target attainment (as in our experiment).  
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Appendix A: Instructions (for the order FFS/P4P) 

 

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS [PART A] 

You are participating in an experiment in which you will make independent and anonymous 

decisions. Depending on these decisions you can earn money. In the experiment you will 

make a total of 40 decisions.  

The experiment consists of two parts, Part A and B, each involving 20 decisions. After you 

will have successfully completed Part A, you will receive (during a short interruption of the 

experiment) new experiment instructions for Part B.  

All amounts in the experiment are denoted in ECU (Experimental Currency Units).The ECU 

that you earn in the experiment will be converted into € with a factor 1 ECU = 0,01€ and paid 

to you in addition to a show-up fee of 3,00€ in cash at the end of the experiment. 

 

YOUR DECISIONS  

In the experiment you will be in the role of a physician making medical decisions for virtual 

patients. These decisions will impact your profit as a physician as well as the patient benefit. 

You will be responsible for the medical treatment of 20 virtual patients and decide for each 

individual patient on the number of medical services that you want to provide to this patient. 

The treatment can consist of an amount between zero (including) and twenty (including) units 

of medical services.  

The virtual patients will be presented to you one patient after the other. Each patient suffers 

from one out of five potential illnesses and belongs to one out of four patient types. We shall 

specify neither the illnesses nor the patient types in more detail. You won’t know the illness 

or type of a patient; you will only see numbers associated with illness and type related to 

possible treatments for the specific patient. These numbers include your remuneration, your 

costs, your profit and the patient benefit 
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MONETARY PATIENT BENEFIT 

Your decision on the number of medical services that you want to provide to a patient also 

determines the benefit that this patient gets from your treatment. This benefit depends on the 

patient type and the number of services but not on the illness. 

YOUR REMUNERATION 

Your medical treatment will be remunerated based on a Fee-for-Services (FFS) system. In this 

remuneration system, each unit of service that you provide will be paid separately. Your 

remuneration thus increases with the number of services. In addition, your remuneration 

depends on the patient’s illness.  

YOUR COSTS AND PROFIT 

With your decision on the number of medical services that you want to provide to a patient 

you also determine your costs of treating this patient. The treatment costs increase with the 

number of services. 

Your profit per patient is determined by your remuneration minus your treatment costs for this 

patient. 

 

 YOUR INFORMATION 

In the experiment we shall confront you with decision situations as in the following example. 

In the experiment we shall present you a sequence of 40 such decision situations.  

You have to make a decision on the number of services for this patient. The table shows you 

for each potential number of services that you provide to this patient your respective 

remuneration, your treatment costs, your profit (remuneration minus costs), and the monetary 

patient benefit. You will be asked to enter your decision on the number of services units in the 

box below the table. Please choose an integer number between zero and 20. To confirm your 

decision, please click on “OK”. 
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Example: 

     

Number of Services Remuneration Costs Your Profit Patient Benefit 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1 2.50 0.20 2.30 12.00 

2 5.00 0.80 4.20 15.50 

3 7.50 1.80 5.70 18.00 

4 10.00 3.20 6.80 20.00 

5 12.50 5.00 7.50 19.20 

6 15.00 7.20 7.80 16.80 

7 27.50 9.80 17.70 14.90 

8 30.00 12.80 17.20 13.00 

9 32.50 16.20 16.30 11.10 

10 35.00 20.00 15.00 9.20 

11 37.50 24.20 13.30 7.30 

12 44.00 28.80 15.20 5.40 

13 66.50 33.80 32.70 3.50 

14 73.00 39.20 33.80 1.60 

15 80.50 45.00 35.50 -0.30 

16 88.00 51.20 36.80 -2.20 

17 94.60 57.80 36.80 -3.40 

18 102.20 64.80 37.40 -4.30 

19 109.80 72.20 37.60 -4.80 

20 118.40 80.00 38.50 -5.00 

 

Please enter the number of services that you want to provide to this patient:  

 

 

   

  
      OK 
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PAYMENT 

At the end of the experiment, your individual profits of Part A  (resulting from the treatment 

of all 20 patients) and Part B of the experiment will be summed up, converted into € [1 ECU 

= 0.01€] and paid to you in addition to your show-up fee [3.00€] in cash.  

Since there are no real patients participating in this experiment, we shall donate the sum of 

patient benefits to a charitable healthcare organization. In this way your treatment decisions 

create benefit to real patients. 

At the beginning of the experiment, you may decide on the charitable healthcare organization 

to which you want to donate. You can choose among: 

 

 DIE DEUTSCHE KREBSGESELLSCHAFT 

 DIE DEUTSCHE MULTIPLE SKLEROSE GESELLSCHAFT (DMSG) 

 DIE DEUTSCHE PARKINSON GESELLSCHAFT 

 

The patient benefit resulting from your decisions will be added up for all Patients, converted 

into € [1 GE = 0.01€] and paid to the organization of your choice. The total patient benefit 

that has been created by all participants having chosen the same charitable healthcare 

organization will be donated online to the respective organization. Within 14 days you will 

receive a copy of the receipt by Email.  

Please turn now to the computer with your participation number and click on “Start”. You 

will be requested to answer a number of questions related to the understanding of these 

instructions. If you should have remaining questions, we will come to your workplace and 

answer them individually. As soon as all participants will have correctly answered all 

questions, the experiment can start. 
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EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS [PART B] 

In Part B of the experiment you will be in the same decision situation but under a new 

remuneration rule: 

YOUR REMUNERATION 

Similarly to Part A of the experiment, Your medical treatment will be remunerated based on a 

Fee-for-Services (FFS) system. Each unit of service that you provide will thus be paid 

separately.  

In addition to the FFS you may receive an extra payment at the end of the experiment. The 

amount of this payment depends on the number of patients that you have treated optimally in 

Part B of the experiment.  An optimally treated patient receives from you the number of 

medical services that leads to the maximal patient benefit. To receive an extra payment it is 

necessary that you treat a minimum number of patients in part B optimally. If you treat a 

larger number of patients optimally, your extra payment increases. This is presented in Table 

1. If you treat a minimum of 10 patients optimally you receive an extra payment in the 

amount of 130.00 ECU. In the case of 13 to 15 optimally treated patients you receive 165.00 

ECU. If you boast more than 15 optimally treated patients in Part B, then you receive an extra 

payment of 215.00 ECU.  

 

Table 1: Amounts of extra payment for optimally treated patients in experiment Part B 

Number of optimally treated patients (out of 20) Extra payment (in ECU) 

0-9 Patients 0.00 

10 -12 Patients 130.00 

13 -15 Patients 165.00 

16 -20 Patients 215.00 
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PAYMENT 

At the end of the experiment, your individual profits of Part A and Part B (resulting from the 

treatment of all 20 patients plus a potential extra payment) will be summed up, converted into 

€ [1 ECU = 0.01€] and paid to you in addition to your show-up fee [3.00€] in cash. Donations 

of the monetary patient benefits to the charitable healthcare organizations shall be effectuated 

in the same way as in Part A 

 

Please continue with Part B of the experiment. 
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Appendix B: Data tables 

 

Table B.1: The ordering effect: Quantity q and p-values  

 

 FFS   P4P 

 

 Order FFS/P4P  Order P4P/FFS  

 

  Order FFS/ P4P  Order P4P/FFS   

Patient  Mean Median SD  Mean Median SD  

 

p-value
a
 

  

Mean Median SD  Mean Median SD 

 

p-value
b
 

1A  7.08 7.00 3.87  8.08 5.50 5.80  0.731491   6.50 4.00 5.14  6.38 4.00 5.58  0.637338 

1B  7.04 5.50 2.93  7.04 5.00 4.10  0.161539   6.38 4.00 4.45  6.35 4.00 4.31  0.856411 

1C  7.08 6.00 3.32  6.31 5.00 2.56  0.236694   5.23 4.00 2.18  6.04 5.00 3.62  0.449331 

1D  3.88 4.00 0.43  4.15 4.00 1.93  0.781176   3.85 4.00 0.54  4.46 4.00 1.70  0.102486 

1E  6.35 5.00 3.36  6.92 4.00 4.75  0.247234   5.65 4.00 4.22  7.23 4.00 5.67  0.323391 

2A  12.46 13.00 3.70  12.27 8.00 5.10  0.736015   12.69 13.00 4.89  10.04 8.00 4.65  0.028405 

2B  11.08 9.00 2.88  11.19 9.00 3.42  0.984971   9.58 8.00 2.59  9.35 8.00 3.07  > 0.99999 

2C  9.50 10.00 0.86  9.04 8.00 1.40  0.056324   8.23 8.00 0.65  8.38 8.00 1.88  0.941802 

2D  7.69 7.50 2.09  7.15 8.00 3.47  0.754680   7.38 8.00 1.68  7.96 8.00 2.58  0.236342 

2E  13.04 12.00 3.87  12.35 9.50 4.72  0.276135   10.19 8.00 3.96  9.96 8.00 3.83  0.625411 

4A  9.15 8.00 2.29  10.58 8.00 4.21  0.276101   9.23 8.00 3.54  9.08 8.00 3.63  0.768101 

4B  9.85 9.00 1.85  10.12 9.00 2.55  0.793248   9.15 8.00 2.11  9.46 8.00 2.72  0.528675 

4C  9.19 10.00 0.98  8.92 8.00 1.20  0.297479   8.04 8.00 0.45  8.58 8.00 1.45  0.092468 

4D  6.58 7.00 1.33  7.62 8.00 2.73  0.001990   7.54 8.00 1.63  7.65 8.00 1.47  0.986837 

4E  10.08 9.00 2.48  9.96 8.50 3.00  0.302360   8.88 8.00 2.53  8.38 8.00 2.02  0.466088 

3A  14.65 13.00 2.53  14.81 13.00 3.15  0.727380   14.85 13.00 3.08  14.00 12.00 3.21  0.027848 

3B  13.15 13.00 1.22  13.15 12.00 1.90  0.496883   12.69 12.00 1.76  12.27 12.00 1.59  0.619481 

3C  12.12 12.00 1.70  11.62 12.00 0.75  0.196147   11.92 12.00 0.39  11.23 12.00 2.57  0.643561 

3D  10.50 11.00 3.87  9.81 12.00 4.72  0.992578   10.42 12.00 3.79  11.46 12.00 3.36  0.526545 

3E  14.85 14.50 2.77  13.85 12.00 2.46  0.128989   12.69 12.00 1.95  12.65 12.00 1.85  0.973649 

 
 

   
     

  
      

 
    

a 
p-values for Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U tests, comparing individual treatment decisions for individual FFS patients in FFS/P4P with individual decisions in P4P/FFS.  

b 
p-values for Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-U tests, comparing individual treatment decisions for individual P4P patients in FFS/P4P with individual decisions in P4P/FFS. 
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Table B.2: Quantity q, mean deviation from the optimal quantity q* and p-values  

 

 
FFS 

  
P4P 

  
Comp. 

 

 

 

Quantity q 

 

 
Deviation from q*  Rel. 

Share 

opt. Dec. 

 
p-values 

  
Quantity q 

 
Deviation from q* 

 
Rel. 

Share 

opt. Dec. 

 
p-values 

  
p-value 

Patient   Mean Median SD  Mean Median SD  

  

p
 a
 p

b
 

  

Mean Median SD  Mean Median SD 

   

p
 a
 

 

p
b
 

  

p
c
 

1A 
 

7.58 7.00 4.90  3.58 3.00 4.90 
 

0.385 
 

0.000001 0.000000 
  

6.44 4.00 5.31 
 

2.44 0.00 5.31 
 

0.769 
 

0.003264 0.000000 
 

0.018427 

1B 
 

7.04 5.00 3.53 
 

3.04 1.00 3.53 
 

0.269 
 

0.000000 0.000000 
  

6.37 4.00 4.33 
 

2.37 0.00 4.33 
 

0.75 
 

0.001474 0.000000 0.027291 

1C 
 

6.69 5.00 2.96 
 

2.69 1.00 2.96 
 

0.212 
 

0.000000 0.000001 
  

5.63 4.00 2.98 
 

1.63 0.00 2.98 
 

0.5 
 

0.000067 0.000000 0.018444 

1D 
 

4.02 4.00 1.39 
 

0.02 0.00 1.39 
 

0.865 
 

0.352543 0.000000 
  

4.15 4.00 1.29 
 

0.15 0.00 1.29 
 

0.885 
 

0.463072 0.000000 0.779435 

1E 
 

6.63 5.00 4.08 
 

2.64 1.00 4.08 
 

0.442 
 

0.000005 0.000000 
  

6.44 4.00 5.01 
 

2.44 0.00 5.01 
 

0.75 
 

0.001872 0.000000 0.350496 

2A 
 

12.37 13.00 4.41 
 

4.37 5.00 4.41 
 

0.442 
 

0.000003 0.000000 
  

11.37 8.00 4.91 
 

3.37 0.00 4.91 
 

0.615 
 

0.000103 0.000000 0.182897 

2B 
 

11.13 9.00 3.13 
 

3.13 1.00 3.13 
 

0.269 
 

0.000000 0.000000 
  

9.46 8.00 2.82 
 

1.46 0.00 2.82 
 

0.519 
 

0.000808 0.000000 0.006452 

2C 
 

9.27 10.00 1.17 
 

1.27 2.00 1.17 
 

0.404 
 

0.000001 0.001183 
  

8.31 8.00 1.39 
 

0.31 0.00 1.39 
 

0.846 
 

0.123486 0.000000 0.000563 

2D 
 

7.42 8.00 2.85 
 

-0.58 0.00 2.85 
 

0.538 
 

0.003252 0.000000 
  

7.67 8.00 2.18 
 

-0.33 0.00 2.18 
 

0.808 
 

0.262193 0.000000 0.204122 

2E 
 

12.69 11.50 4.29 
 

4.69 3.50 4.29 
 

0.269 
 

0.000000 0.000000 
  

10.08 8.00 3.86 
 

2.08 0.00 3.86 
 

0.635 
 

0.000539 0.000000 0.000911 

4A 
 

9.87 8.00 3.43 
 

1.87 0.00 3.43 
 

0.538 
 

0.000441 0.000000 
  

9.15 8.00 3.55 
 

1.15 0.00 3.55 
 

0.788 
 

0.029383 0.000000 0.097374 

4B 
 

9.98 9.00 2.21 
 

1.98 1.00 2.21 
 

0.115 
 

0.000000 0.000000 
  

9.31 8.00 2.41 
 

1.31 0.00 2.41 
 

0.615 
 

0.000089 0.000000 0.005929 

4C 
 

9.06 9.50 1.09 
 

1.06 1.50 1.09 
 

0.442 
 

0.000000 0.000028 
  

8.31 8.00 1.09 
 

0.31 0.00 1.09 
 

0.885 
 

0.046400 0.000000 0.003379 

4D 
 

7.10 7.00 2.19 
 

-0.90 -1.00 2.19 
 

0.404 
 

0.000674 0.000000 
  

7.60 8.00 1.54 
 

-0.40 0.00 1.54 
 

0.885 
 

0.074736 0.000000 0.000318 

4E 
 

10.02 9.00 2.73 
 

2.02 1.00 2.73 
 

0.308 
 

0.000001 0.000000 
  

8.63 8.00 2.28 
 

0.63 0.00 2.28 
 

0.846 
 

0.049951 0.000000 0.000003 

3A 
 

14.73 13.00 2.83 
 

2.73 1.00 2.83 
 

0.192 
 

0.000000 0.000000 
  

14.42 13.00 3.15 
 

2.42 1.00 3.15 
 

0.346 
 

0.000000 0.000000 0.520317 

3B 
 

13.13 12.00 1.58 
 

1.13 0.00 1.58 
 

0.577 
 

0.000040 0.000000 
  

12.48 12.00 1.67 
 

0.48 0.00 1.67 
 

0.769 
 

0.099482 0.000000 0.112780 

3C 
 

11.87 12.00 1.33 
 

-0.13 0.00 1.33 
 

0.808 
 

0.074463 0.000000 
  

11.58 12.00 1.85 
 

-0.42 0.00 1.85 
 

0.865 
 

0.128191 0.000002 0.833936 

3D 
 

10.15 11.50 4.29 
 

-1.85 -0.50 4.29 
 

0.288 
 

0.009887 0.000000 
  

10.94 12.00 3.58 
 

-1.06 0.00 3.58 
 

0.731 
 

0.028009 0.000000 0.000233 

3E 
 

14.35 13.00 2.64 
 

2.35 1.00 2.64 
 

0.462 
 

0.000004 0.000000 
  

12.67 12.00 1.89 
 

0.67 0.00 1.89 
 

0.885 
 

0.027709 0.000000 0.000040 

 
 

   
       

  
       

 
     

 
  

a 
p-values for Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests, comparing individual treatment decisions with the respective right amount of care 

b 
p-values for Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests, comparing individual treatment decisions with the FFS profit maximizing quantity. 

c 
p-values for Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests, comparing absolute deviations resulting from individual treatment decisions for matching patients across payment systems 
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Table B.3: Difference in physician profit per patient for providing the profit maximizing 

quantity relative to the benefit maximizing quantity q* (ascending; in ECU) 

Patient type and illness  ∏pmaxq1  ∏bmaxq2  Difference  # of q* under FFS  # of q* under P4P 

1D  25.80  25.00  0.80  45  46 

3C  25.60  23.00  2.60  42  45 

2D  25.80  18.60  7.20  28  42 

4D  25.80  18.60  7.20  21  46 

2C  25.60  18.30  7.30  21  44 

4C  25.60  18.30  7.30  23  46 

3B  31.20  23.40  7.80  30  40 

3E  29.50  19.60  9.90  24  46 

3D  25.80  8.80  17.00  15  38 

2E  29.50  12.20  17.30  14  33 

4E  29.50  12.20  17.30  16  44 

1C  25.60  8.00  17.60  11  26 

1E  29.50  11.40  18.10  23  39 

2B  31.20  12.80  18.40  14  27 

4B  31.20  12.80  18.40  6  32 

2A  38.40  17.20  21.20  23  32 

4A  38.40  17.20  21.20  28  41 

1B  31.20  9.60  21.60  14  39 

3A  38.40  15.20  23.20  10  18 

1A  38.40  6.80  31.60  20  40 

           1 
profit per patient in case of providing the profit maximizing quantity to the patient 

2 
profit per patient in case of providing the benefit maximizing quantity to the patient 
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Table B.4: P-values for Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests, comparing relative benefit losses from individual treatment decisions for matching pairs of patients, across 

payment systems 

   

 

 Patient 

p-value 

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 3A 3B 3C 3D 3Ee 

0.031437 0.041115 0.026577 0.833635 0.368402 0.353259 0.126382 0.002958 0.081902 0.003841 0.107470 0.022320 0.007271 0.000318 0.000004 0.475051 0.722563 0.972185 0.000757 0.000052 
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Appendix C: Post-experimental questionnaire analysis 

 

Table C.1: Variables considered in the dimension reduction (Principal Component Analysis) 

Sociability Average values (from 1 to 7) attributed to the following statements : 

  I see myself as someone who is communicative. 

  I see myself as someone who is conciliatory. 

  I see myself as someone who can sometimes be rude to others. (reverted) 

  I see myself as someone who is outgoing, sociable. 

  I see myself as someone who is attentive and nice to others. 

 C o a h’s alpha = .  

Stress Average values (from 1 to 7) attributed to the following statements : 

  I see myself as someone who often worries. 

  I see myself as someone who gets easily nervous. 

  I see myself as someone who is cautious. 

  I see myself as someone who is relaxed, can handle stress. (reverted) 

 C o a h’s alpha = .  

Positive reciprocity Average values (from 1 to 7) attributed to the following statements : 

  If someone makes me a favor, I am most likely to return it. 

  I am particularly committed to help people who helped me in the past. 

  I am ready to incur cost in order to help someone who helped me in the past. 

 C o a h’s alpha = .  

Negative reciprocity Average values attributed to the following statements : 

  If I suffer from injustice, I will take revenge at any cost and at the first occasion. 

  I someone puts me in a difficult position, I will do the same to her. 

  If someone insults me, I will be insulting toward this person. 

  If someone has done me wrong, I do not forget easily. 

  I tend to be resentful. 

  When someone does me wrong, I try to forgive and forget. (reverted). 

 C o a h’s alpha = .  

Trust Binary choice between the two following statements : 

  Would you say that most people could be trusted or that one has always to be 

cautious? 

Risk Seeking Value (from 0 to 10) attributed to the statement : 

  I am generally willing to take risks, I generally do not avoid risk. 

Patience Value (from 0 to 10) attributed to the statement : 

  I am generally patient. 

Impulsivity Value (from 0 to 10) attributed to the statement : 

  I do not take too much time to think before acting, I am rather impulsive. 

Self-esteem Value (from 0 to 10) attributed to the statement : 

  I have a positive opinion of myself 

 

Table C.2: Factor loading – Principal component analysis 

Variables Factor 1 

Self-Confidence 

Factor 2 

Antisocial 

Factor 3 

- 

Uniqueness 

Sociability - -0.5096 0.3412 0.2044 

Stress -0.5618 - - 0.2168 

Positive reciprocity - -0.3217 - 0.7531 

Negative reciprocity - 0.5442 - 0.2946 

Trust  0.3264 - -0.4916 0.4102 

Risk Seeking 0.2879 0.4625 - 0.4488 

Patience - - 0.6195 0.4821 

Impulsivity 0.3522 - - 0.4980 

Self-esteem 0.3916 - 0.3562 0.4913 

Proportion explained 0.2514 0.1873 0.1391  

 


